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At about 6:00 AM Sunday Oct. 3 a towboat pushing a string of three barges loaded
with scrap metal veered off course and crashed into the base of a highline electric
transmission tower #197 in Baytown, TX that is sitting on an artificial island. The
channel reopened on Wednesday Oct. 6th. About 40 inbound and 24 outbound ships
were delayed by the channel closure.
The leading barge cut through part of the tower’s base and the tower leaned to one
side resting on the barge with its fourteen high voltage transmission lines sagging
dangerously close to the water. The towed did not collapse.
The Houston Ship Channel was effectively closed to marine traffic.
The following day, the owner of the tower, Center Point Energy, brought in a bargemounted crane to hoist the wrecked tower.
30 to 40 vessels use the channel to reach dozens of terminals at refineries, railroads,
and shipping companies that line the waterway. Estimates surfaced that $332,000,000 in
freight moves through the waterway each day although this figure multiplied by the
number of days the channel remained closed does not necessarily translate directly into
losses. More accurate figures will be reflected in lawsuits that will be filed.
American Electric Power Co. (AEP) owner of the towboat SAFETY QUEST is the
responsible party.
The cause of the accident is still under investigation. The same can be said of the
UTV Mel Oliver incident with major oil spill in July 2008 that shut the Port of New
Orleans and the Lower Mississippi River for a week.
What Caused the Accident? We don’t have a clue and won’t speculate!
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[NMA Comment: Widespread failures to report personal
injuries is a serious shortcoming NMA pointed out to
Congress. Refer to 46 CFR §4.05-6.]

COAST GUARD AUTHORIZATION ACT
OF 2010
The Law’s Importance to our Mariners
Over the past eleven years the National Mariners
Association submitted several dozen “reports” to Congress to
keep them informed of problems that our limited-tonnage
mariners face on a daily basis. Our mariners, who hold
credentials and endorsements as both “officers” and “ratings”
comprise more than one-half (about 126,000 of the
approximately 210,000) of all of this nation’s merchant
mariners – and that does not count deckhands, cooks, and
others that may not be required to hold Coast Guard
credentials.
By “limited-tonnage” we generally speak of vessels of less
than 1,600 gross register tons including the largest river
towboats, all other towing vessels, all small passenger vessels,
most workboats, and most of the traditional offshore supply
vessels. We speak to those issues our mariners appear to be
most concerned with. These issues and viewpoints appear in
NMA Report #R-350, Rev. 5 which we reorganized after
conducting a poll and updating about a year ago.
Upper-level mariners and seamen on “deep sea” merchant
vessels are well represented by labor unions that deal with issues
that are separate and distinct from those of our “lower-level” (i.e.,
limited tonnage) mariners. We work closely with other mariner
associations like MTVA and several unions that represent limited
tonnage mariners to be sure that our interests remain the same.
The Coast Guard Authorization Act of 2010 contained a
number of changes that will affect our mariners. Here is our
take on a number of the issues. We posted the entire 325
pages of the Act on our website as NMA Report #R-203-E,
Rev. 1. In this article, we will pick out the most significant
points for our mariners.
Section 607 – Logbooks
The Act made important changes in maintaining a logbook
on all inspected vessels including towing vessels. Section
607 of the Act added the following new requirement at 46
U.S. Code §11304:
46 U.S. Code §11304. Additional Logbook and Entry
Requirements
(a) A vessel of the United States that is subject to inspection
under section 3301 of this title, except a vessel on a
voyage from a port in the United States to a port in
Canada, shall have an official logbook, which shall be kept
available for review by the Secretary on request.
(b) The log book required by subsection (a) shall include the
following entries:
(1) The time when each seaman and each officer assumed or
relieved the watch.
[NMA Comment: Sign in when you go on watch and sign
off at watch change. Most officers are limited to 12 hours
on watch.]
(2) The number of hours in service to the vessels of each
seaman and each officer.
(3) An account of each accident, illness, and injury that
occurs during each watch.

[NMA Comment: These new requirements apply to every
inspected vessel – including towing vessels – to each
officer, and each crewmember. The number of hours “on
watch” and the “number of hours in service to the vessel”
are not necessarily the same. The latter term corresponds
to the Coast Guard’s definition of “work” in the policy
letter prepared at our insistence in Sept. 2000. Refer to
NMA Report #R-370, Rev. 3.]
Section 611 – Protection Against Discrimination
(i.e., Whistleblower Protection for Mariners)
In the past, if a mariner believed he was discriminated
against (e.g., was fired, demoted or lost his job) for making a
safety report to the Coast Guard or NTSB, it was pretty much
his tough luck.
If, as a mariner, you believed that you had a duty to report
an unsafe or illegal condition, you often not only risked your
job but also put your entire career in the marine industry at
risk. Not only did your employer not want to hear about it, in
many cases neither did the Coast Guard. We related the full
story in NMA Report #R-370-D, Rev. 6 and cited three legal
precedents that ensured that complaints would be quashed.
Attorney Jeff Bloomfield, on behalf of the American
Inland Mariners Association (AIM), brought the hopeless
situation mariners faced in reporting unsafe or illegal
conditions to the attention of the former House Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee on Mar. 16, 1994.
One of the most important steps our new Association took
in May 2000 was to speak on behalf of our mariners by
submitting our Report #R-201; Mariners Speak Out on
Violation of the 12-Hour Work Day to Admiral Paul Pluta,
then Eighth District Commander and soon-to-be Assistant
Commandant for Marine Safety (etc.). Although over 300
copies of this report were delivered to key Coast Guard
personnel, the Coast Guard went out of its way to stonewall
the report. To do so, they even assigned it to the National
Offshore Safety Advisory Committee that attempted to kill
our report. In the end, the Chairman of the NOSAC subcommittee resigned.
Admiral Pluta’s complete lack of respect for our mariners was
one of the most important factors that set the stage for the decline
of the entire Marine Safety Directorate for the next decade and
ultimately led to the corrective action and reorganization called
for in the Coast Guard Authorization Act of 2010.
After dealing with RADM Pluta, we approached Congress
with our problem. Unfortunately, an earlier, well-intentioned
change to the existing law (i.e., 46 U.S Code §2114) in 2004
did not obtain meaningful results for our mariners.
However, the Coast Guard Authorization Act of 2010
provides important changes that mean if a mariner does
become a whistleblower for a valid reason, he/she will be
accorded the same administrative treatment as all other
workers in the transportation industry. Our Association
never sought “special” treatment for our mariners; we only
sought fair and equitable treatment that we believe we have
within our grasp because future whistleblower disputes will be
settled by the U.S. Department of Labor and not the Coast
Guard.
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Unfortunately, the wording the new statute follows is
complicated – but start by reading it:
(a) In General—Section 2114 of title 46, United States Code,
is amended –
(1) in subsection (a)(1)(A), by striking ‘‘or’’ after the
semicolon;
(2) in subsection (a)(1)(B), by striking the period at the end
and inserting a semicolon;
(3) by adding at the end of subsection (a)(1) the following
new subparagraphs:
(C) the seaman testified in a proceeding brought to enforce a
maritime safety law or regulation prescribed under that
law;
(D) the seaman notified, or attempted to notify, the vessel
owner or the Secretary of a work-related personal injury
or work-related illness of a seaman;
[NMA Comment: Note the requirement to first notify or
attempt to notify your employer.]
(E) the seaman cooperated with a safety investigation by the
Secretary or the National Transportation Safety Board;
(F) the seaman furnished information to the Secretary, the
National Transportation Safety Board, or any other public
official as to the facts relating to any marine casualty
resulting in injury or death to an individual or damage to
property occurring in connection with vessel transportation;
or
(G) the seaman accurately reported hours of duty under this
part, and
[NMA Comment: Connect this with the “logbook”
requirement to accurately report your hours of duty.]
(4) by amending subsection (b) to read as fol1lows:
(b) A seaman alleging discharge or discrimination in violation
of subsection (a) of this section, or another person at the
seaman’s request, may file a complaint with respect to
such allegation in the same manner as a complaint may be
filed under subsection (b) of section 31105 of title 49.
Such complaint shall be subject to the procedures,
requirements, and rights described in that section,
including with respect to the right to file an objection, the
right of a person to file for a petition for review under
subsection (c) of that section, and the requirement to bring
a civil action under subsection (d) of that section.
[NMA Comment: We did our best to help you understand
these requirements by preparing NMA Report #R-350.
Rev. 5, “Issue L” (update) titled Improve Whistleblower
Protection for Merchant Mariners.]
Although the report cited above still may be tough to
follow, one of our mariners had recent experiences where the
Department of Labor looked into his claims and obtained a
settlement for lost wages after reporting serious health issues on
a river towboat that the Coast Guard was just not interested in.
Over the past decade, our Association witnessed the
frustration of mariners in reporting unsafe and possibly illegal
activities to the Coast Guard. Consequently, our Association
stepped forward and documented a number of cases and
reported the results back to the Department of Homeland

Security Inspector General’s Office where it attracted
attention in their report on “Investigations” in May 2008.(1) [(1)
Refer to NMA Report #R-429-M].
Section 605 – Mariner Records
(Your Employer Owes You a Sea Service Letter)
The Coast Guard Authorization Act of 2010 should make it
easier for a mariner to obtain his/her sea-service letter from an
employer or former employer. Over the years, we wrote letters
to a number of employers on behalf of our mariners asking for
them to produce sea service letters that are essential for a
mariner to advance in the maritime industry. Unfortunately, the
existing law had a serious loophole that hurt some of our
requests. We explained the problem to congress and are
pleased that this change responds to our requests.
The amendment states:
Section 7502 of title 46, United States Code, is amended –
(1) by inserting ‘‘(a)’’ before ‘‘The’’;
(2) by striking ‘‘computerized records’’ and inserting
‘‘records, including electronic records,’’; and
(3) by adding at the end the following:
(b) The Secretary may prescribe regulations requiring a vessel
owner or managing operator of a commercial vessel, or
the employer of a seaman on that vessel, to maintain
records of each individual engaged on the vessel subject to
inspection under chapter 33 on matters of engagement,
discharge, and service for not less than 5 years after the
date of the completion of the service of that individual on
the vessel. The regulations may require that a vessel
owner, managing operator, or employer shall make these
records available to the individual and the Coast Guard
on request.
(c) A person violating this section, or a regulation prescribed
under this section, is liable to the United States
Government for a civil penalty of not more than $5,000.
The amendment has “teeth.” However, companies go out
of business, people die, and stuff happens over time. The best
course of action for all concerned is for each mariner to ask
for his/her sea service letter as soon as you leave the employ
of a company or individual. Don’t let it drag out over weeks
or even a month. Also, keep track of your own sea service in
writing, and make all demands for your sea service letter in
writing if you do not receive your sea service letter with your
final paycheck from any employer!
Section 606 – The “Long Loophole” Closes
46 U.S. Code §8905(b) allowed a towing vessel operator to
operate without a license if the vessel he was operating “…has
offshore mineral and oil industry sites or equipment as its
ultimate destination or place of departure.” Senator Russell
Long engineered this concession at the urging of the offshore
oil industry in 1973. Although it was seldom used, its abuses
became well known. The Coast Guard with the support of
NOSAC, TSAC, and MERPAC petitioned Congress to remove
this provision. Our Association supported the Coast Guard in
this move following a serious accident by an unlicensed
watchstander on a towing vessel in the Gulf of Mexico.
Section 811 – Seamen’s Shoreside Access
Ever since 9/11 many mariners have faced problems
getting to and from their assigned vessels. There were a
number of horror stories for both American and foreign
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seamen. Father Sinclair Oubre and the Apostleship of the Sea
in concert with major maritime labor unions urged the Coast
Guard for years to remedy this situation. We are glad to see
that Congress stepped in to forcefully prod the Coast Guard to
act on behalf of merchant mariners.
Each facility security plan approved under section
70103(c) of title 46, United States Code, shall provide a
system for seamen assigned to a vessel at that facility, pilots,
and representatives of seamen’s welfare and labor
organizations to board and depart the vessel through the
facility in a timely manner at no cost to the individual
Section 701 – Rulemakings
(Overdue Coast Guard Rulemaking Projects)
While the Coast Guard concentrated on or was distracted
by other things, their ability to successfully complete existing
rulemaking projects has diminished. One of the best example
we know of is their fiasco in revising offshore oil regulations
in 33 CFR Subchapter N that we discussed in our “Letter to
the President” published in Newsletter #70, pgs. 3-7. But, that
was not the only rulemaking that was “lost” in the Coast
Guard’s bureaucracy. There are close to 100 of them. It was
reasonable for Congress to ask for a full “status report.”
Since the comment period ended several years ago, the
Coast Guard maintained that it could not discuss the towing
vessel inspection regulations Congress called for on Sept. 9,
2004. Rear Admiral Watson “promised” at a Congressional
hearing that the proposed rules would be on the street over a
year ago. In light of all the procrastination and behindclosed-doors maneuvering within the Coast Guard, Congress
finally set its own deadline as follows:
(c) Towing Vessels. – No later than 90 days after the date of
enactment of this Act (i.e., Dec. 15, 2010), the Secretary
shall issue a notice of proposed rulemaking regarding
inspection requirements for towing vessels required under
section 3306(j) of title 46, United States Code. The Secretary
shall issue a final rule pursuant to that rulemaking no later
than one year after the date of enactment of this Act. (i.e.,
Oct. 15, 2011)
Section 609 – Approval of Survival Craft
(Keep Mariners and Passengers out of the Water)
In NMA Report #R-354, Rev.4 we appealed to the 111th.
Congress to require that future “survival craft” keep survivors
out of the water. This would eliminate “life floats” that
require survivors to hold onto a short grab-line while their
bodies are immersed in the water. Hypothermia occurs 25
times much faster in water than in air of the same temperature.
The NTSB first recommended this change in 1985
following the PILGRIM BELLE accident but the
recommendation was ignored by the Coast Guard. Our
Association brought up the matter with RADM Robert North
who, as Chief of Marine Safety (etc.), appeared more
concerned about the expense to the boat owners than to the
human beings who risked hypothermia and drowning while
awaiting rescue holding on to a life float’s grab-line in the
water. We consider Admiral North’s decision as one of the
most ill-advised “Marine Safety” decisions of the past decade.
Here is the wording of the new law – and is a victory not
only for our mariners but also for passengers on smaller
vessels that still are equipped with life-floats.

(a) In General. – Chapter 31 of title 46, United States Code, is
amended by adding at the end the following new section:
§ 3104. Survival craft
(a) Except as provided in subsection (b), the Secretary may
not approve a survival craft as a safety device for purposes
of this part, unless the craft ensures that no part of an
individual is immersed in water.
(b) The Secretary may authorize a survival craft that does not
provide protection described in subsection (a) to remain in
service until not later than Jan. 1, 2015, if –
(1) it was approved by the Secretary before Jan. 1, 2010; and
(2) it is in serviceable condition.
Section 621 – Renewal of Advisory Committees.
(TSAC Will Have More Mariner Members)
On Feb. 25, 2007, our Association submitted Report #R-417,
Rev. 1, titled Report to the 110th Congress: Request for
Congressional Oversight on the Towing Safety Advisory
Committee. (TSAC). Our petition to Congress appeared on page 6
of the report. We are gratified that Congress favorably considered
four of our Association’s requests we emphasized below.
(e) Towing Safety Advisory Committee—The Act entitled
‘‘An Act To Establish a Towing Safety Advisory
Committee in the Department of Transportation’’,
approved Oct. 6, 1980, (33 U.S.C. 1231a) is amend ed –
(1) by striking subsection (a) and inserting the following:
(a) There is established a Towing Safety Advisory Committee
(hereinafter referred to as the ‘Committee’).
The
Committee shall consist of eighteen members with
particular expertise, knowledge, and experience regarding
shallow-draft inland and coastal waterway navigation and
towing safety as follows:
(1) Seven members representing the barge and towing
industry, reflecting a regional geographic bal6ance.
(2) One member representing the offshore mineral and oil
supply vessel industry.
(3) One member representing holders of active licensed
Masters or Pilots of towing vessels with experience on
the Western Rivers and the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway.
(4) One member representing the holders of active licensed
Masters of towing vessels in offshore service.
(5) One member representing Masters who are active shipdocking or harbor towing vessel.
(6) One member representing licensed or unlicensed towing
vessel engineers with formal training and experience.
(7) Two members representing each of the following groups:
(A) Port districts, authorities, or terminal operators.:
(B) Shippers (of whom at least one shall be engaged in the
shipment of oil or hazardous materials by barge).
(8) Two members representing the general public; and
(2) in subsection (e), by striking ‘‘Sept. 30, 2010.’’ and
inserting ‘‘Sept. 30, 2020.’’.
[NMA Comment: We urge qualified mariners to consider
serving on TSAC. Refer to our Report #R-384.]
Section 302 – Maritime Drug Law Enforcement Act
Amendment-Simple Possession
Not every person on a commercial vessel has a Coast
Guard credential or is subject to Suspension and Revocation
proceedings. This amendment considers those drug abusers
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who are found in a drug-free workplace.
Section 70506 of title 46, United States Code, is amended
by adding at the end the following:
(c) Simple Possession—
(1) In General – Any individual on a vessel subject to the
jurisdiction of the United States who is found by the
Secretary, after notice and an opportunity for a hearing,
to have knowingly or intentionally possessed a controlled
substance within the meaning of the Controlled
Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 812) shall be liable to the
United States for a civil penalty of not to exceed $5,000
for each violation. The Secretary shall notify the individual
in writing of the amount of the civil penalty.
(2) Determination Of Amount – In determining the amount of
the penalty, the Secretary shall consider the nature,
circumstances, extent, and gravity of the prohibited acts
committed and, with respect to the violator, the degree of
culpability, any history of prior offenses, ability to pay,
and other matters that justice requires.
(3) Treatment Of Civil Penalty Assessment. – Assessment of a
civil penalty under this subsection shall not be considered
a conviction for purposes of State or Federal law but may
be considered proof of possession if such a determination
is relevant.
Straightening out the Credentialing Mess
The House Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation
Committee held several hearings that dealt with the National
Maritime Center (NMC) blunders in administering the
“credentialing” program. The Coast Guard officials in charge
of the program were held directly accountable by Congress for
their mistakes. We were at the hearing in Washington. We
saw it happen.
[NMA Comment: Nothing in our memory has so
completely alienated our mariners from the Coast Guard
as the events that occurred at the National Maritime
Center during and after its move to Martinsburg, WV.]
Our Association submitted two reports to Congressional
oversight committees, #R-429-D to the 110th Congress and
#R-429-D, Rev. 1 to the 111th Congress that described their
intolerable treatment of our mariners. These reports were
submitted to Congress as our Association’s prepared
testimony on July 9, 2009. Nor were individual mariners at
all reticent in speaking with countless Senators and
Representatives during this period.
Section 613 – Oaths
Previously, a mariner had to take an oath “before a
designated official.” Traveling long distances to appear
before the “designated official” proved to be a problem with
the new business practices adopted in credentialing mariners.
Your signature on your application reflects a more modern
approach as does a substantial penalty for making a false
statement to a federal agent.
Section 614 – Duration of Credentials
A “credential” (formerly known as license, MMD, z-card,
or certificate of registry) is supposed to be valid for 5 full
years. Although it may be issued up to 8 months in advance

of expiration, it will not be effective until the existing
credential expires.
The new law still uses the older terminology. Nevertheless,
the Coast Guard “got the message” and began to apply this
change during the past year or so – but you had to ask them to do
so specifically and well in advance of issuance.
Section 615 – Extending the Duration of Credentials
Although the Coast Guard’s credentialing problems were
evident well before the arrival of Hurricane Katrina on Aug.
29, 2005, the loss of REC New Orleans with its records and
work in progress brought about a backlog of work that took
years to clear. Section 614 will allow the (DHS) Secretary to
extend for not more than one year an expiring credential to
eliminate a backlog in processing such as occurred in 2008-09
or in response to a national emergency or natural disaster.
Such an extension may be granted to individual seamen or to a
specifically identified group of seamen.
Section 616 – Merchant Mariner Assistance Report
Here is the wording of the section….
“Not later than 180 days after the date of enactment of this
Act, the Commandant of the Coast Guard shall submit to the
Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure of the House
of Representatives and the Committee on Commerce, Science,
and Transportation of the Senate a report regarding the
feasibility of –
(1) expanding the streamlined evaluation process program
that was affiliated with the Houston Regional Examination
Center of the Coast Guard to all processing centers of the
Coast Guard nationwide;
[NMA Comment: Congress believed that REC Houston
had done an exemplary job. Unfortunately, the Coast
Guard failed to move those good performers to posts at the
National Maritime Center in Martinsburg, WV.]
(2) including proposals to simplify the application process for
a license as an officer, staff officer, or operator and for a
merchant mariner’s document to help eliminate errors by
merchant mariners when completing the application
form (CG–719B), including instructions attached to the
application form and a modified application form for
renewals with questions pertaining only to the period of
time since the previous application;
[NMA Comment: The Coast Guard dragged our mariners
through the coals in the name of “security” ever since 9/11.
Since the application process has become even more
convoluted, there is still much work left to accomplish.]
(3) providing notice to an applicant of the status of the
pending application, including a process to allow the
applicant to check on the status of the application by
electronic means; and
[NMA Comment: Considerable progress was made to
assist applicants “on-line.”]
(4) ensuring that all information collected with respect to
applications for new or renewed licenses, merchant
mariner documents, and certificates of registry is retained
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in a secure electronic format.”
[NMA Comment: NMA Report #R-401-B describes how
Coast Guard bungled the NMC computer system in the
1990s. After Katrina, the NMC relied very heavily on
their computers but also appears to have become more
competent. However, the Coast Guard often dumps its
burden on our mariners. Remember to keep back-up
copies of any paperwork that deals with your credentials.]
Section 617 – Offshore Supply Vessels
The tonnage limits on Offshore Supply Vessels (OSV)
were removed. The limit previously was 500 Gross Tons.
Over the years, OSVs have grown in size to the point where
first 3,000 Tons (ITC) and later 6,000 Tons (ITC) were no
longer sufficient to cover many specialized vessels that now
must be used to perform oilfield related tasks in deepwater in
the Gulf of Mexico or around the world.
Company officials from Edison Chouest Offshore made a
very strong case for raising or removing the tonnage limit
CONGRESS MAKES CHANGES IN THE
COAST GUARD’S MARINE SAFETY PROGRAM
The Coast Guard Authorization Act of 2010 contains Title
V cited as the Coast Guard Modernization Act of 2010.
The Coast Guard is a large organization with an authorized
strength of active duty personnel of 47,000 and a budget in
excess of $10 billion dollars. Of their eleven (11) missions,
the single mission that most concerns our merchant mariners
is the “Marine Safety” mission. We want to be careful not to
paint the Coast Guard with too broad a brush since most of
our problems with them in the past decade center around their
“Marine Safety” mission.
Although the nation has approximately 210,000
“credentialed” merchant mariners, our Association speaks on
behalf of the 126,000 “limited-tonnage” mariners. With the
exception of Operators of Uninspected Passenger Vessels
(OUPV), most limited-tonnage mariners serve on inspected
vessels including towing vessels, offshore supply vessels, and
small passenger vessels (SPV).
However, the actual
inspection of towing vessels still awaits completion of new
inspection regulations. In the meantime, the Coast Guard
started a “bridging” program to enforce existing regulations
they should have enforced more vigorously years ago.
Following the UTV Mel Oliver oil spill, many Coast Guard
personnel finally are starting to learn something about towing
vessels and the mariners that run them. It is high time they
made the effort!
In order to inspect towing vessels as well as all other 14
classes of inspected vessels including Mobile Offshore
Drilling Units (MODU), the Coast Guard must have a suitable
number of trained inspectors to do the job.
Until about 2000, the Coast Guard did a credible job of
performing its inspection services. In fact, in May 2000 our
Association began its efforts to bring towing vessels under the
Coast Guard’s inspection umbrella because it was obvious that
working aboard an “inspected” vessel was much safer than
working upon an uninspected vessel. Although we looked up
to the Coast Guard inspection program, we never received an

several years ago at a NOSAC meeting in Galveston in an
argument that we supported – except for its reliance on the
two watch system. At that time, they were building an
offshore supply vessel that would exceed 6,000 tons (ITC) –
then the upper limit. Now that limit has been removed.
We refer mariners who serve or plan to serve on large
OSVs in excess of 3,000 gross tons (ITC) to a number of
licensing and manning issues for these vessels that are
contained on pages 173 – 180 of the legislation.(1) Please
bring any problems you may have with existing, interim, or
final Coast Guard regulations (when issued) to our attention.
[(1)Refer to NMA Report #R-203-E, Rev. 1.]
Section 608 – Termination of Unsafe Operation
An individual authorized to enforce Title 46 U.S. Code
may remove a vessel’s Certificate of Inspection (COI) from a
vessel that does not comply with provisions of the certificate
and order the vessel back to its moorings. He may order the
person in charge to take reasonable steps necessary for the
safety of individuals on board if a hazardous condition exists.
iota of encouragement from them.
It also was clear that the Coast Guard Marine Safety
people showed little concern for the health, safety, and welfare
for mariners who served on towing vessels they were not held
responsible for inspecting. Aside from occasionally having a
boarding party check life jackets and hand-portable fire
extinguishers, Coast Guard inspectors pursued a hands-off
policy toward towing vessels. Reduced to dollars and cents,
towing vessels did not pay “User Fees” and were not entitled
to inspection services.
In August 1994, former Commandant Robert Kramek
forwarded a Towing Vessel Inspection Study to the Secretary
of Transportation stating in part that “The inspection study
concludes that a full inspection program is not a cost effective
way to reduce towing vessel casualties based on a review of
marine casualties involving UTVs and implementation costs.”
Unbelievable as it may seem, this report was prepared only a
year after the AMTRAK Sunset Limited incident in which the
Coast Guard received well deserved criticism from the NTSB.
The Sunset Limited accident was the second of many serious
accidents of national significance that would involve
uninspected towing vessels in bridge allisions and
catastrophic oil spills. Was this an error in judgment or
something else entirely?
Immediately upon the end of his term as Commandant,
Admiral Kramek went to work for the American Bureau of
Shipping (ABS) from which he only recently retired. Several
years later, Senior Coast Guard leadership took steps to
delegate some of their authority to inspect vessels to the
American Bureau of Shipping as an alternative to the Coast
Guard performing vessel inspections. The Coast Guard
charges “User Fees” for its vessel inspection services as do
Classification Societies like ABS.
After ABS, the door was opened to other classification
societies to perform work equivalent to Coast Guard inspection
functions. Eventually, a number of foreign Classification
Societies began to take over Coast Guard inspection functions.
The Coast Guard further opened the door to vessel
inspection when it agreed to start a Streamlined Inspection
Program whereby certain vessel owners could begin to assume
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some of the Coast Guard’s inspection oversight. 46 CFR Part
8 outlines and dates all of these changes as “Vessel Inspection
Alternatives.
Congress Authorizes Inspection of Towing Vessels
In 2004, Congress looked at the evidence and ordered that
towing vessels be brought under inspection. By this time, the
Coast Guard had lost much of its expertise in inspections.
Marine Inspection as a career did not have the attraction of
other career paths. This became quite clear in 2008 when a
report by former Coast Guard Vice Commandant VADM
James Card (USCG, Ret’d) was made public.(1) As far as
inspection was concerned, the Coast Guard would have to
restart their inspection program at “Square 1.” [(1)Refer to
NMA Report #R-401-E.]
Unfortunately, after six years the Coast Guard still has
been unable to complete its Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
that will explain exactly how towing vessels will be inspected.
At the same time, the Coast Guard Marine Safety officials
were exceptionally inept at managing its nationwide
“investigations” program. In Dec. 2005, Congress asked the
Department of Homeland Security to look into Coast Guard
“investigations.” The DHS report came out in May 2008(1)
and proved to be equally embarrassing. To add insult to
injury, the COSCO BUSAN oil spill proved to be a perfect
example of how far the Coast Guard’s investigations program
also had gone astray. [(1) Refer to NMA Report #R-429-M.]
The New Inspectors
After allowing its own inspection program to fade into the
sunset, the Coast Guard found itself without enough inspectors
to carry out the job of inspecting up to 6,000 (latest estimate)
towing vessels. Consequently, they set out to hire more
inspectors. At first, our Association understood that there
would be jobs for a number of our mariners who grew up in
the towing industry and knew the industry like the back of
their hand. However, we found that the Coast Guard
preferred to hire “its own” – those with “veterans preference”
who were looking for retirement jobs after serving in the
Coast Guard. The fact that they may have had little or no
experience in the towing industry meant less than the fact that
they had experience and background in the Coast Guard.
Whether this is anything like what Congress had in mind
remains to be seen, but we found it was “typical Coast Guard.”
Our Views
Over the past decade and more, we watched the Coast
Guard feather their own nests as “Marine Safety” went down
the drain. During this period we noted that “Marine Safety”
accomplished incredibly little for our working mariners. They
showed an absolute lack of concern for the lives of our
mariners in defying NTSB recommendations on many
occasions and allowed life floats to continue in use as survival
craft. Investigators refused to investigate complaints about
companies failing to report personal injuries. They defied
Congress by their inaction by doing nothing to improve the
potable water supply on many of the vessels served by our
mariners over the last 6 years. They took no steps to protect
our mariner hearing although both the IMO and OSHA had
taken important steps as early as the mid-1980s. They failed
to issue regulations to protect our mariners from the dangers
of installed asbestos leaving our mariners without these and

other protections of the Occupational Safety and Health Act of
1970. They repeatedly ignored important issues of violation of
work-hour statutes. Their Administrative Law system abused
many of our mariners.(1) In summary, the Coast Guard Marine
Safety program failed our mariners and nobody ever was held
accountable. [(1)Refer to NMA Report #R-204, Rev. 1[
We pointed out in a number of reports that we believed the
Coast Guard should be removed from supervising the U.S.
Merchant Marine(1) and that job should be given to a civilian
agency. We showed how the National Maritime Center
demoralized many of our mariners with programs that were
ill-conceived and allowed to run out of control. We pointed
out that the nation already supports one federal Merchant
Marine Academy and programs in six state academies capable
of turning out merchant marine officers whereas the Coast
Guard Academy does not even have a “Marine Safety”
program. Most of all, it is clear that inept leadership in the
Coast Guard allowed its entire marine safety program to selfdestruct over the past decade as they concentrated on
Homeland Security missions.
However, while we have the freedom to offer opinions, the
big decisions are not ours to make. They fall in the domain of
the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.
Nevertheless, we are pleased that Congress has considered our
reports although they decided to give the Coast Guard another
opportunity to redeem itself. What follows is new legislation
that Congress believes will be necessary to turn around the
Coast Guard’s inspection and investigations programs. Since
about 30,000 mariners including about 15,000 licensed
officers are employed on towing vessels and will become part
of the new inspection program, we wanted you to view the
changes that Congress has in store for the program.
Congress “Modernizes” Marine Safety
The Coast Guard Modernization Act of 2010
Sec. 501. Short Title.
This title may be cited as the ‘‘Coast Guard Modernization
Act of 2010’. .
Sec. 511. Vice Admirals
[NMA Comment: In this section, the Coast Guard was able
to promote four officers to the rank of Vice Admiral. One
of the new Vice Admirals had to have 10 years experience in
vessel inspection, marine casualty investigations, mariner
licensing or technical expertise in design and construction of
commercial vessels. This accompanied a “reorganization”
plan started several years ago.]
Sec. 521. Prevention And Response Staff.
(a) In General – Chapter 3 of title 14, United States Code, is
amended by adding at the end the following new sections:
§ 57. Prevention and response workforces
(a) Career Paths – The Secretary, acting through the
Commandant, shall ensure that appropriate career paths
for civilian and military Coast Guard personnel who
wish to pursue career paths in prevention or response
positions are identified in terms of the education, training,
experience, and assignments necessary for career
progression of civilians and members of the Armed Forces
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to the most senior prevention or response positions, as
appropriate. The Secretary shall make available published
information on such career paths.
(b) Qualifications for Certain Assignments. – An officer,
member, or civilian employee of the Coast Guard assigned
as a –
(1) marine inspector shall have the training, experience, and
qualifications equivalent to that required for a similar
position at a classification society recognized by the
Secretary under section 3316 of title 46 for the type of
vessel, system, or equipment that is inspected;
(2) marine casualty investigator shall have the training,
experience, and qualifications in investigation, marine
casualty reconstruction, evidence collection and
preservation, human factors, and documentation using best
investigation practices by Federal and non-Federal entities;
or
(3) marine safety engineer shall have knowledge, skill, and
practical experience in –
(A) the construction and operation of commercial vessels;
(B) judging the character, strength, stability, and safety
qualities of such vessels and their equipment; or
(C) the qualifications and training of vessel personnel.
(c) Apprenticeship Requirement to Qualify for Certain
Careers. – The Commandant may require an officer,
member, or employee of the Coast Guard in training for a
specialized prevention or response career path to serve an
apprenticeship under the guidance of a qualified
individual. However, an individual in training to become
a marine inspector, marine casualty investigator, or
marine safety engineer shall serve a minimum of one
year as an apprentice unless the Commandant authorizes
a shorter period for certain qualifications.
(d) Management Information System. – The Secretary,
acting through the Commandant, shall establish a
management information system for the prevention and
response workforces that shall provide, at a minimum, the
following standardized information on persons serving in
those workforces:
(1) Qualifications, assignment history, and tenure in
assignments.
(2) Promotion rates for military and civilian personnel.
(e) Assessment of Adequacy of Marine Safety Workforce. –
(1) Report – The Secretary, acting through the Commandant,
shall report to the Committee on Transportation and
Infrastructure of the House of Representatives and the
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation of
the Senate by December 1 of each year on the adequacy of
the current marine safety workforce to meet that
anticipated workload.
(2) Contents. – The report shall specify the number of civilian
and military Coast Guard personnel currently assigned to
marine safety positions and shall identify positions that are
understaffed to meet the anticipated marine safety
workload.
(f) Sector Chief of Prevention. – There shall be in each
Coast Guard sector a Chief of Prevention who shall be at
least a Lieutenant Commander or civilian employee
within the grade GS–13 of the General Schedule, and
who shall be a –
(1) marine inspector, qualified to inspect vessels, vessel
systems, and equipment commonly found in the sector;

and
(2) qualified marine casualty investigator or marine safety
engineer.
(g) Signatories of Letter of Qualification for Certain
Prevention Personnel. – Each individual signing a letter
of qualification for marine safety personnel must hold a
letter of qualification for the type being certified.
(h) Sector Chief of Response – There shall be in each Coast
Guard sector a Chief of Response who shall be at least a
Lieutenant Commander or civilian employee within the
grade GS–13 of the General Schedule in each Coast Guard
sector.
§58. Centers of Expertise for Coast Guard Prevention and
Response
(a) Establishment. – The Commandant of the Coast Guard
may establish and operate one or more centers of expertise
for prevention and response missions of the Coast Guard
(in this section referred to as a ‘center’).
(b) Missions. – Each center shall –
(1) promote and facilitate education, training, and research;
(2) develop a repository of information on its missions and
specialties; and
(3) perform any other missions as the Commandant may
specify.
(c) Joint Operation With Educational Institution
Authorized – The Commandant may enter into an
agreement with an appropriate official of an institution of
higher education to –
(1) provide for joint operation of a center; and
(2) provide necessary administrative services for a center,
including administration and allocation of funds.
(d) Acceptance of Donations. –
(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), the Commandant may
accept, on behalf of a center, donations to be used to
defray the costs of the center or to enhance the operation
of the center. Those donations may be accepted from any
State or local government, any foreign government, any
foundation or other charitable organization (including any
that is organized or operates under the laws of a foreign
country), or any individual.
(2) The Commandant may not accept a donation under
paragraph (1) if the acceptance of the donation would
compromise or appear to compromise –
(A) the ability of the Coast Guard or the department in which
the Coast Guard is operating, any employee of the Coast
Guard or the department, or any member of the Armed
Forces to carry out any responsibility or duty in a fair and
objective manner; or
(B) the integrity of any program of the Coast Guard, the
department in which the Coast Guard is operating, or of
any person involved in such a program.
(3) The Commandant shall prescribe written guidance setting
forth the criteria to be used in determining whether or not
the acceptance of a donation from a foreign source would
have a result described in paragraph (2).
§59. Marine industry training program
(a) In General. – The Commandant shall, by policy, establish
a program under which an officer, member, or employee
of the Coast Guard may be assigned to a private entity to
further the institutional interests of the Coast Guard with
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regard to marine safety, including for the purpose of
providing training to an officer, member, or employee.
Policies to carry out the program –
(1) with regard to an employee of the Coast Guard, shall
include provisions, consistent with sections 3702 through
3704 of title 5, as to matters concerning –
(A) the duration and termination of assignments;
(B) reimbursements; and
(C) status, entitlements, benefits, and obligations of program
participants; and
(2) shall require the Commandant, before approving the
assignment of an officer, member, or employee of the
Coast Guard to a private entity, to determine that the
assignment is an effective use of the Coast Guard’s funds,
taking into account the best interests of the Coast Guard
and the costs and benefits of alternative methods of
achieving the same results and objectives.
(b) Annual Report – Not later than the date of the submission
each year of the President’s budget request under section
1105 of title 31, the Commandant shall submit to the
Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure of the
House of Representatives and the Committee on
Commerce, Science, and Transportation of the Senate a
report that describes –
(1) the number of officers, members, and employees of the
Coast Guard assigned to private entities under this section;
and
(2) the specific benefit that accrues to the Coast Guard for
each assignment.
Sec. 522. Marine Safety Mission Priorities and Long Term
Goals.
(a) In General. – Chapter 21 of title 46, United States Code,
is amended by adding at the end the following new
section:
§2116. Marine safety strategy, goals, and performance
assessments
(a) LONG-TERM STRATEGY AND GOALS. – In
conjunction with existing federally required strategic
planning efforts, the Secretary shall develop a long-term
strategy for improving vessel safety and the safety of
individuals on vessels. The strategy shall include the
issuance each year of an annual plan and schedule for
achieving the fol1owing goals:
(1) Reducing the number and rates of marine casualties.
(2) Improving the consistency and effectiveness of vessel and
operator enforcement and compliance programs.
(3) Identifying and targeting enforcement efforts at highrisk vessels and operators.
(4) Improving research efforts to enhance and promote vessel
and operator safety and performance.
(b) Contents of Strategy and Annual Plans. –
(1) Measurable Goals. – The strategy and annual plans shall
include specific numeric or measurable goals designed to
achieve the goals set forth in subsection (a). The purposes
of the numeric or measurable goals are the following:
(A) To increase the number of safety examinations on all
high-risk vessels.
(B) To eliminate the backlog of marine safety-related
rulemakings.
(C) To improve the quality and effectiveness of marine safety

information databases by ensuring that all Coast Guard
personnel accu1ately and effectively report all safety,
casualty, and injury information.
[NMA Comments: The lack of reporting personal injuries
has become a national disgrace.]
(D) To provide for a sufficient number of Coast Guard marine
safety personnel, and provide adequate facilities and
equipment to carry out the functions referred to in section
93(c).
(2) Resource Needs. – The strategy and annual plans shall
include estimates of—
(A) the funds and staff resources needed to accomplish each
activity included in the strategy and plans; and
(B) the staff skills and training needed for timely and effective
accomplishment of each goal.
(c) Submission With the President’s Budget. – Beginning
with fiscal year 2011 and each fiscal year thereafter, the
Secretary shall submit to Congress the strategy and annual
plan not later than 60 days following the transmission of
the President’s budget submission under section 1105 of
title 31.
(d) Achievement of Goals. –
(1) Progress Assessment – No less frequently than
semiannually, the Coast Guard Commandant shall assess
the progress of the Coast Guard toward achieving the goals
set forth in subsection (b). The Commandant shall convey
the Commandant’s assessment to the employees of the
marine safety workforce and shall identify any deficiencies
that should be remedied before the next progress
assessment.
(2) Report to Congress – The Secretary shall report annually
to the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure of
the House of Representatives and the Committee on
Commerce, Science, and Transportation of the Senate –
(A) on the performance of the marine safety program in
achieving the goals of the marine safety strategy and
annual plan under subsection (a) for the year covered by
the report;
(B) on the program’s mission performance in achieving
numerical measurable goals established under subsection
(b); and
(C) recommendations on how to improve performance of the
program.’’.
(c) Certificates of Inspection. – Section 3309 of title 46,
United States Code, is amended by adding at the end the
following:
(d) A certificate of inspection issued under this section shall
be signed by the senior Coast Guard member or civilian
employee who inspected the vessel, in addition to the
officer in charge of marine inspection..
Sec. 523. Powers and Duties.
Section 93 of title 14, United States Code, is amended by
adding at the end the following new subsections:
(c) Marine Safety Responsibilities. – In exercising the
Commandant’s duties and responsibilities with regard to
marine safety, the individual with the highest rank who
meets the experience qualifications set forth in section
50(a)(3) shall serve as the principal advisor to the
Commandant regarding –
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(1) the operation, regulation, inspection, identification,
manning, and measurement of vessels, including plan
approval and the application of load lines;
(2) approval of materials, equipment, appliances, and
associated equipment;
(3) the reporting and investigation of marine casualties and
accidents;
(4) the licensing, certification, documentation, protection
and relief of merchant seamen;
(5) suspension and revocation of licenses and certificates;
(6) enforcement of manning requirements, citizenship
requirements, control of log books;
(7) documentation and numbering of vessels;
(8) State boating safety programs;
(9) commercial instruments and maritime liens;
(10)the administration of bridge safety;
(11)administration of the navigation rules;
(12)the prevention of pollution from vessels;
(13)ports and waterways safety;
(14)waterways management; including regulation for regattas
and marine parades;
(15)aids to navigation; and
(16)other duties and powers of the Secretary related to marine
safety and stewardship.
(d) Other Authority Not Affected. – Nothing in subsection
(c) affects –
(1) the authority of Coast Guard officers and members to
enforce marine safety regulations using authority under
section 89 of this title; or
(2) the exercise of authority under section 91 of this title and
the provisions of law codified at sections 191 through 195
of title 50 on the date of enactment of this paragraph.’.

CONGRESSMAN CUMMINGS: AUTHORIZATION
WILL IMPROVE COAST GUARD ACQUISITIONS
Congress approves more than $10 billion in annual funding (9/29/2010)
The following is the text of a press release issued by U.S.
Rep. Elijah E. Cummings, D-Md.:
(WASHINGTON) -- Congressman Elijah E. Cummings
(MD-07), Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Coast
Guard and Maritime Transportation, was pleased today with
the passage of H.Res. 1665, concurring in Senate amendments
to H.R. 3619, the Coast Guard Authorization Act of 2010.
The bill authorizes slightly more than $10 billion in annual
funding for the United States Coast Guard, and will make
several major changes to the service.
Cummings chaired four hearings on the Deepwater
acquisition program and participated in multiple hearings of
the full Transportation and Infrastructure Committee to
consider Coast Guard acquisitions. Coast Guard procurement
was heavily examined, including circumstances leading to
initial failures in Deepwater procurements. Included among
these was the failure of the effort to lengthen the 110-foot
patrol boats, and all of the significant acquisition management
reforms the Coast Guard has implemented in recent years.
“I am very happy that the House has passed an effective

Sec. 524. Appeals and Waivers.
(a) In General – Chapter 5 of title 14, United States Code, is
further amended by inserting at the end the following new
section:
§ 102. Appeals and waivers
Except for the Commandant of the Coast Guard, any
individual adjudicating an appeal or waiver of a decision
regarding marine safety, including inspection or manning
and threats to the environment, shall –
(1) be a qualified specialist with the training, experience,
and qualifications in marine safety to effectively judge
the facts and circumstances involved in the appeal and
make a judgment regarding the merits of the appeal; or
(2) have a senior staff member who –
(A) meets the requirements of paragraph (1);
(B) actively advises the individual adjudicating the appeal; and
(C) concurs in writing on the decision on appeal..
Sec. 525. Coast Guard Academy.
(a) In General. – Chapter 9 of title 14, United States Code, is
further amended by adding at the end the following new
section:
§ 200. Marine safety curriculum
The Commandant of the Coast Guard shall ensure that
professional courses of study in marine safety are provided at the
Coast Guard Academy, and during other officer accession
programs, to give Coast Guard cadets and other officer
candidates a background and understanding of the marine safety
program. These courses may include such topics as program
history, vessel design and construction, vessel inspection, casualty
investigation, and administrative law and regulations.
bill that will help the Coast Guard,” said Cummings. “One of
the biggest issues the Coast Guard faces right now is ensuring
capable management of its acquisition process. During the
hearings I have chaired on the subject, we learned what
needed to be done to help the Coast Guard to operate
efficiently and effectively. I believe the reforms the service
has already implemented as a result of the hearings have been
forceful responses to the challenges the service has faced. I
applaud the Coast Guard for addressing these issues head-on.
Provisions in the Coast Guard Authorization will build on and
strengthen these reforms.”
H.R. 3619 will require appointment of a Chief Acquisition
Officer. This officer can be a senior military officer or
member of the senior executive service but must be a trained
acquisition professional with the highest available acquisition
certification.
The legislation will eliminate the use of private sector lead
systems integrators and require the Coast Guard to develop
tailored testing and evaluation programs and independent lifecycle cost estimates for its largest procurements.
H.R. 3619 will require the Coast Guard to complete a
thorough mission needs analysis that identifies specific
capability gaps as well as a preliminary affordability
assessment before initiating a large acquisition and it will
require the Coast Guard to consider trade-offs among cost,
schedule, and performance when establishing operational
requirements.
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Finally, this legislation will apply strict cost and schedule
breach standards to Coast Guard acquisitions.
Additionally, the legislation will reorganize the service’s
senior leadership, strengthen our merchant marine, establish
safety equipment and construction standards for certain
fishing vessels, and strengthen the service’s homeland security
missions.
“Though it is critical that the authorization passes, I am
certainly disappointed that there were a number of provisions

we had to drop from the House-passed bill in the final
revisions,” said Cummings. “Included among the dropped
legislation were provisions I authored to create a student
loan program specifically for maritime workers and
provisions that would have encouraged efforts to support
diversity at the Coast Guard Academy.
“Despite the loss of these programs, H.R. 3619 is a long
overdue authorization for the Coast Guard and I urge my
colleagues in the Senate to pass it as soon as possible.”

NO FUNDING FOR STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM

to operate that towing vessel on an international voyage. If
your voyage extends to a foreign country, you require an
appropriate ITC “tonnage” license.
Many towing vessel officers are not familiar with their
vessel’s tonnage because their vessels do not have a
Certificate of Inspection (COI) – yet! However, within a few
years, all towing vessels will have a COI. In the meanwhile,
you will find the vessel’s tonnage in her “Document” which
must be carried on board the vessel.
Towing vessels on an international voyage must obtain a
Certificate of Safe Manning from the Coast Guard. It is
similar to a Certificate of Inspection in that it will provide the
vessels ITC tonnage and will specify the number of licensed
officers and ratings that vessel must carry. Here is where
some of the first “jobs” vanished.
Since a Master of Towing Vessels (MTV) license cannot
be upgraded beyond the 200 ton (GRT) for domestic voyages
or 500 ton (ITC) tonnage limit, the next step is to upgrade to a
1,600-ton license. The problem is that this is a very big step
and that involves considerable additional training and tuition.
Many vessels carry two tonnages, Gross Register Tonnage
(GRT) for domestic voyages and tonnage calculated under the
International Tonnage Convention (ITC). Licenses that were
written for 100-tons (GRT) also are valid for vessels of less
than 200 tons (ITC). 200 ton (GRT) licenses are valid for
vessels up to 500 tons (ITC). However, the Coast Guard
indicates that it wants to eliminate the 500 ton (GRT) licenses
and make the next step up to vessels up to 1,600 tons (ITC).
The move to a 1,600 ton license represents a huge dilemma
for many mariners. However, it is a step that many towing
companies would like their officers to take. Since the Coast
Guard couldn’t care less about the cost of training and never
raised a finger to help mariners obtain financing for tuition for the
past 15 years, the task fell to Congressman Elijah Cummings as
the Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Coast Guard and
Maritime Transportation to initiate legislation. Unfortunately, the
legislation he assembled, sponsored, and worked so hard for first
as a separate bill and later a part of H.R. 3619 failed to pass in
the 111th. Congress.
Where others failed to see the need to facilitate maritime
training, Congressman Cummings understood its importance.
We can only hope that he will put forth the same effort in the
112th. Congress and that it will meet with greater success.
In the meantime, if a company expects its officers with a
MTV license to advance to the 1,600-ton level, they like the
offshore service companies need to provide the tuition and
time off to promote this advancement. One company reported
in Proceedings that it cost in excess of $78,000 and two-years
of school and on-the-job training to move an eligible and
qualified deckhand up to the Mate/Pilot level. A training
representative of a large inland towing company with its own
training program agreed that the figure appeared to be valid.
In both the March 2010 TSAC and MERPAC meetings,(1)
V.J. Gianelloni III reminded Coast Guard officials in

In 1995 when the Coast Guard slipped over 200 pages of
Amendments to STCW past the U.S. Senate, the Coast Guard
never gave any consideration as to how mariners would pay for
the thousands of dollars worth of training that would be involved
in meeting STCW qualifications. That would be someone else’s
problem! Even understanding the STCW regulations is not an
easy task. If you want to obtain or upgrade a license to work
beyond the Boundary Line, it will be your problem.
Soon after the Gulf Coast Mariners Association (now NMA)
was formed in April 1999 it was obvious that the Feb. 1, 2002
STCW deadline was fast approaching for mariners working in the
offshore oil industry. Our Association, with the help of the AFLCIO obtained a $4,000,000 grant from the U.S. Department of
Labor and offered the STCW 40-hour Basic Training Course, a
Bridge Resource Management course, and Firefighting. This
helped hundreds of limited-tonnage mariners meet the deadline.
Many oilfield boat companies, afraid that our Association
intended to use the appeal of a “free” courses to encourage
mariners to join a labor union, obtained State grants and paid to
train their own employees. Despite employers sabotage of our
grant program, hundreds of mariners received training they
needed under the program.
More recently, the STCW battle moved into the towing
industry. STCW affects mariners working “beyond the boundary
lines” as spelled out in 46 CFR Part 7 – and reprinted in most
“Rules of the Road” books. Here’s part of the background.
STCW does not affect towing licenses on inland waters
including rivers or western rivers where tonnage limits do not
apply to towing vessel licenses unless a specific tonnage
limitation (like 100 tons) is part of the license. However, the
Coast Guard stated in the past that it will not be able to afford to
operate two different licensing systems – one for inshore and one
for offshore waters. STCW was never written with American
limited tonnage mariners at mind. And the same caliber of
nitwits who dumped the program on us in 1995 are still making
life miserable for our mariners at Coast Guard Headquarters.
Originally, the vast majority of towing vessels used in
offshore towing were built to admeasure less than 200 gross
tons. In 1994, the tonnage regulations changed. Those
towing vessels on foreign (i.e., international) voyages were
assigned new tonnages that were calculated under the
International Tonnage Convention and, in many casers,
surpassed the domestic tonnage figures.
The new Master of Towing Vessels (MTV) license
replaced the old Operator of Uninspected Towing Vessels
(OUTV) license and took its place after May 21, 2001.
However, the MTV license is not recognized outside of the
United States and is limited to use by vessels of less than 200
GRT (500 tons (ITC) that operate beyond the Boundary Line
in domestic waters. If your vessel admeasures over 200 tons
(GRT) or 500 tons (ITC) a MTV license will not be sufficient
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attendance at the meetings that our Association simply is not
aboard and is unwilling to have STCW crammed down our
throats. However, we understand that former Coast Guard
Captain Jeff Lantz(2) now a civilian and in a position of
authority at Coast Guard Headquarters, took an
uncompromising hard line on STCW. This is what happens
when you turn loose people with no experience in the industry
at an IMO conference. Nevertheless, this sort of thing has
gone on for years. [(1)Newsletter #69 (2)Newsletter #72.]
A student loan would have been one way for a mariner

who had confidence of his abilities and in the future of the
maritime industry to have an opportunity to borrow the money
necessary to pay for his tuition and room and board while he
attended class.
Just what courses are required to obtain an advanced license?
We suggest that our mariners contact full-service schools that
offer such training and provide guidance counseling and can
assist you in preparing a license application. If you are going to
spend money, beware of the fly-by-night schools whose primary
interest is signing you up for a course.

POTABLE WATER UPDATE

than that.
The purpose of NMA Report #R-395, Rev. 3 is to restate
our position based upon the information contained in the
public inquiries which largely were representative of
management views and reassert our contention that the
problem of clean potable water for drinking, cooking,
bathing, and laundry purposes remains a serious problem
with our mariners. As you can see from our paper, we seek
inspector training to determine on which towing vessels a
potable water problem exists. Viewed in this manner, we
wonder from how many of these vessels would Coast Guard
inspectors be willing to consume a full glass of water. Our
mariners must drink, bathe, and wash in that water for
extended periods. Our goal is not to point fingers, only to
determine where a problem exists and provide a way to
correct that problem in places where it exists. This complaint
has existed for many years. We understand that there is a
substantial time gap between legislation and the promulgation
of regulations based on that legislation. Nevertheless, the
issue of providing clean, safe, and palatable drinking water
has long been a football tossed between two federal agencies.
Our mariners were the primary victims of this long-standing
regulatory neglect. We want to be assured that the promised
relief is “on the way” through normal regulatory channels.
However, since the new towing vessel inspection regulations
have not been published, we do not know whether this
problem will be addressed in Subchapter M. If not, we plan to
put it there! [(1)70 FR 39699-39700, July 11, 2005, Docket
#USCG-2005-20052.]
We are convinced that the Coast Guard, like all branches
of the military service, is knowledgeable in matters of potable
water supply, treatment, and testing. Commandant Instruction
M6240.4, Water Supply and Wastewater Disposal Manual,
proves that to our satisfaction. We now will expect inspectors
to protect the health and welfare of our manners over the
financial concerns of vessel operating companies.
While our Association does not speak for mariners who
serve on vessels over 1,600 gross register tons, we determined
from information taken from the International Organization of
Masters, Mates and Pilots weekly electronic newsletter of July
26, 2004 that indicates that contaminated water has also been
a problem on large vessels as well. This signals the need for a
broad rather than a narrow class-specific approach to this
problem to protect all merchant mariners.
I would appreciate it if you would circulate this letter to all
in CG-5 that our Report #R-395, Rev. 3 may concern. Copies
will be available on our internet website.
Very truly yours,
s/Richard A. Block
Master #1196377, Issue #9
Secretary, National Mariners Association

Our Letter to the Coast Guard
September 23, 2010
CDR Greg Case, Supervisor
U.S. Coast Guard Towing Vessel National Center of Expertise
504 Broadway Street, Suite 101
Paducah, KY 42001
Subject: Potable Water on Towing Vessels
Reference: Our File #GCM-44
Dear Commander Case,
I enclose a copy of NMA Report #R-395, Revision 3 that
deals with Potable Water on vessels.
Our “limited tonnage” mariners rarely are in a position to
observe a law designed to protect their health and welfare and
improve conditions in their workplace move from the
Legislative Branch (i.e., Congress) to the Executive Branch
(i.e., through the Department of Homeland Security to the
Coast Guard). We observe the process as it unfolds and ask
the necessary questions to see that the Coast Guard takes
meaningful action.
In 2002, our Association petitioned the Coast Guard for
rulemaking and the Coast Guard opened Docket #USCG2003-14325 for the potable water issue although we were
subsequently directed to the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services that “dropped the ball.” Consequently, on
May 19, 2004, our Association appealed directly to Congress
for legislative relief in our original Report #R-395 to provide
safe potable water for drinking, cooking, and bathing water
for our mariners serving on a wide variety of vessels under
1,600 gross register tons including towing vessels.
In response to our initiative, Congress passed and the
President signed the Coast Guard and Maritime
Transportation Act of 2004 that includes Section 416 “Potable
Water.”
The House/Senate Conference “…adopt(ed) a
provision that requires vessels subject to inspection by the
Coast Guard to have an adequate supply of potable water for
drinking and washing.” Our Report #395 contains clear
examples of conditions our mariners consider inadequate.
Section 415 of the same legislation brought the fleet of
approximately 6,000 towing vessels(1) under inspection.
Consequently, we would expect that any new clean drinking
water regulations should apply to towing vessels. [(1)Updated
figure mentioned by Scott Kuhanek at Sept. 2010 TSAC Meeting.]
While the Coast Guard opened a new “docket” for Potable
Water(1) its purpose appears to have been limited to soliciting
inquiries from the public – which it did. It went no further
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Coast Guard Response to Our Letter
October 13, 2010
Dear Capt. Block:
Thank you for your letter dated Sept. 23, 2010 regarding
Potable Water on Towing Vessels. As you requested, I
scanned your letter and Report #R-395, Rev. 3 and circulated
it to the offices within the CG-5. I received an update on the
“Potable Water” request for information from CDR Joshua D.
Reynolds, USCG Office of Design & Engineering Standards
Systems Engineering Division (CG-5213).
Your letter
correctly points out that the Coast Guard and Maritime
Transportation Act of 2004 amended 46 U.S.C. §3305 and
directed the Coast Guard to ensure through its inspection
process that each inspected vessel has an adequate supply of
potable water for drinking and washing by passengers and
crew. You are also correct that the Coast Guard issued a
HEY JOE, IT’S TIME TO GO!!!
By Capt. Richard A. Block, Editor
The Coast Guard ”Injustice” Handbook
NMA Report #R-204, Rev. 1
While our comments in the Newsletter #72 article titled
DHS Inspector General Reports on ALJ Reforms endorses the
announced changes to the Coast Guard’s Administrative Law
system, there is simply too much that lingers from our
Association’s report of past excesses within the system to
simply ignore and abandon those whose careers were ruined.
It is clear that changing policy alone will not provide
enough protection for our mariners. It is time to change the
leadership of this small Coast Guard office that has become so
controversial. Although Congress backed off and allowed the
Coast Guard to clean its own stables, the Government is left to
try to clean up the mess left behind in two outstanding cases
that have reached the U.S. Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in
New Orleans.

Hon. Joseph Ingolia
USCG Chief Administrative Law Judge

Notice of Inquiry; Request for Information in 70 FR 39700
and has received multiple comments (including your own) in
docket USCG 2005-20052 located at:
http://www.regulations.gov/search/Regs/home.html#home.
The Coast Guard is working diligently to satisfy the
requirements of the amended 46 U.S.C. §3305. Should a
rulemaking be part of the solution to satisfy these requirement,
the rulemaking will appear on the Unified agenda at
http://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaMain.
Again thank you for your efforts and focus on mariner safety.
Sincerely,
s/G.D. Case
Commander, U.S. Coast Guard
Detachment Chief
Copy: (1) COMDT (CG-521
(2) COMDT (CG-543)
(3) COMDT (CG-54-TI)
Most prominently named in these two lawsuits filed
against the Coast Guard is Chief Administrative Law Judge
Joseph Ingolia. These are two high-profile cases, namely
Christopher J. DRESSER vs Joseph Ingolia et al. and Murray
ROGERS vs Joseph Ingolia et al. Both cases are described in
our Association’s Coast Guard “Injustice” Handbook in
Chapters 10 and 13 respectively. Both cases are also
summarized on “Google.”
Prominent attorneys, an investigative journalist, and two
former Administrative Law Judges stepped forward to protest
the way the Coast Guard distorted the manner in which the
Coast Guard’s Administrative Law system operates. The
clamor became so great that it reached the House
Subcommittee on Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation.
A number of NMA members attended the Congressional
hearing and we made copies of the written testimony available
to the public.(1) [(1)Refer to NMA Report #R-429-K]
A number of mariners as well as two former
Administrative Law Judges have had their careers seriously
damaged by a system whose stated purpose(1) is “to provide a
low-cost and timely method of helping to maintain safety in
maritime operations.” This mild, inoffensive statement
designed to elicit universal support is seriously at odds with
the events our Association brought to the attention of our
readers in The Coast Guard “Injustice” Handbook. [(1) DHS
Report OIG-10-107, p.2.]
Other Coast Guard officials continue to push our mariners
to invest heavily in education and training for a civilian career
they have artificially shortened by unnecessarily strict medical
“guidelines” that are more appropriate for a military career
than for civilian transportation workers. We want to make a
point of warning our mariners that their careers can be brought
to a halt by exactly the type of activity we describe in The
Coast Guard “Injustice” Handbook.
Although the Coast Guard’s Administrative Law program
allows uniformed (and often ill-prepared) investigating
officers to prosecute our civilian mariners, that pales into
insignificance when we see that the Coast Guard allows
aspects of unfairness and even pure vindictiveness to flourish
within the system.
How can our mariners have restored confidence that they
will be treated with a high degree of fairness by the agency
that Congress has delegated to superintend then – namely the
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U.S. Coast Guard? It will not happen until the proposed
changes are completed and the system comes under new
management.
Chief Administrative Law Judge Joseph Ingolia has
become a central figure in two Federal lawsuits. It is falls to
the U.S. Department of Justice and the U.S. Attorney to
defend him and members of his staff named in the lawsuit as
well as the Coast Guard’s entire ALJ process. These cases are
important to the government because they have more than just
the Coast Guard to consider. Thirty (30) federal Executive
Branch agencies employ approximately 1,500 Administrative
Law Judges. This means that they will be prepared to throw
everything including the kitchen sink against our mariners.
The ALJ process has destroyed the careers of a number
of merchant mariners. It has gone far beyond the very
modest bounds of “providing a low-cost and timely method
of helping to maintain safety in maritime operations.” It has
gone on for years. I received my first complaint back in 1996;
the DRESSER case extends back to 1998. Chief ALJ Ingolia
has allowed all of these events we reported on to occur during
the time he has been in office. We suggest that, without being
unkind to a senior citizen, that at age 84 that it is time for him
to retire. We have no doubt that a suitable replacement
untainted by the scandal revealed by the Baltimore Sun in
June 2007 (and promptly but not convincingly denied by
Coast Guard CYA press releases) can be found and can
conduct the eleven necessary reforms as outlined by the DHS
Inspector General.
As for the Coast Guard at age 220, it is time to step up to
the plate and offer apologies and compensation to the
merchant mariners and two Administrative Law Judges whose
careers were ruined by the Administrative Law system as
reported in The Coast Guard “Injustice” Handbook and in the
Baltimore Sun.
Three Active Cases
Three cases that our Association followed are still active.
Attorney J. Mac Morgan re-filed the Christopher J. DRESSER
case described in “Handbook” Chapter 10. Separately,
Captain Murray ROGERS also re-filed his case described in
“Handbook” Chapter 13. Both cases are on the docket of the
Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in New Orleans. In addition,
Captain Rogers prepared Report #R-429-X for our website.
The Eric SHINE case (“Handbook” Chapter 20) recently
completed its Coast Guard Appeal stage as mentioned below
and moves forward as an appeal before the National
Transportation Safety Board.
Update – NMA Request to Initiate Rulemaking
(“Handbook” Chapter 15)
On Oct. 19, 2010, our Association pointed out to the Judge
Advocate General (JAG) that in 2004 Congress amended 46
U.S. Code §7704(b) by inserting “Suspended or” after the
words “shall be.” The effect of this amendment was to change
the mandatory revocation for proven drug convictions to
provide for a lesser penalty of suspension of a credential.
The purpose of our request is to align the clear intent of
Congress with the regulations issued by the Coast Guard.
We believe a change in the wording of the regulation is in
order. The practical monetary savings to our mariner and his
family would have been in the vicinity of $150,000 to
$200,000. We sent the JAG a copy of the statute (46 USC

§7704(b) and the regulation 46 CFR §5.59 and highlighted
pertinent wording where the existing regulation did not reflect
the changed statute.
The Coast Guard investigating officer insisted on
enforcing the regulation that required revocation rather than
the statute that allowed for the possibility of suspension. We
believe that six years is more than enough time for a Coast
Guard regulation to address a change in the statute. We
believed that this “hard line” approach did not correspond to
the facts of the case where there was no asserted or proven use
of drugs. It is now 2010. Congress made its intentions clear
back in 2004.
Although the mariner with our help wrote a full statement
to the Chief Administrative Law Judge Joseph Ingolia, he
never received the courtesy of a response.
Eric N. Shine
(“Handbook” Chapter 20)
The Vice-Commandant issued her Decision on Appeal
#2689 on Eric N. SHINE on Sept. 30, 2010.
We found a number of very disturbing points in this
decision. We encourage NMA members to ask for a copy of
the 28-page decision and our views and to contact Eric with
your comments.
The Coast Guard conveniently lost track of the fact that Eric
Shine is a “whistleblower” who alerted the Coast Guard to unsafe
working conditions aboard ship. Our Association works closely
with mariners who want to report safety violations to the
authorities without being black listed and run out of the industry.
For years, we urged changes in Federal legislation dealing with
mariner whistleblowers and are proud of the recent changes in the
Coast Guard Authorization Act of 2010.
Eric had filing several lawsuits in Federal District Courts
against ship owners. After pressure was placed to silence him
without success, it appeared that the easiest path to silence
him was to use the Coast Guard to revoke his license. This
attempt took eight years and, to this point, has been successful
in that the Coast Guard Vice Commandant declared him to be
“medically incompetent” to hold a license.
The lesson for our mariners is to never take on the
Federal government at any level without adequate legal
representation. Of course, the Coast Guard’s ALJ system
provides no legal help. That fulfills the “low cost” part of the
program’s purpose! However, it is at this point where the
entire system falls apart.
This case involves a mariner’s entire career. Eric was
“trapped” within the Administrative Law system without the
ability to use his license for years. This is a serious case
involving hundreds of thousands of dollars of lost income as
well as the loss of all his possessions.
We assert that ANY mariner brought up on charges before an
Administrative Law Judge deserves to be represented by competent
counsel. If that mariner cannot afford to pay for counsel, then one
ought to be provided. We also believe the Coast Guard should be
represented by legal counsel and not by an Investigating Officer
without formal legal training – a longstanding problem discussed in
several reports.(1) [(1)Refer to NMA Reports #R-429-A, Rev. 1
(1994) and #R-429-B, Rev. 1 (1996).]
The Vice Commandant pointed out that Eric didn’t follow
the rules when he submitted his appeal. But, since Eric is not
a lawyer and did not have any formal legal assistance, the
Vice-Commandant accepted the appeal but set her own
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ground rules for handling it.
The Coast Guard ruled out all “Constitutional” arguments
(p.11) saying: “S&R proceedings have as the focus of their
inquiry issues of compliance with statutes and regulations. The
constitutionality of statutes are the province of the Federal
courts.” If Eric (or any other mariner) thought the Coast Guard’s
Administrative Law system would protect his constitutional
rights, think about that statement. Eric brought up a number of
“constitutional” issues that were dumped and forgotten.
The Vice Commandant’s legal staff apparently enjoyed
insulting Eric in a number of places. For example, (p.23) they
stated: “Respondent filed a motion in opposition to the ALJ’s
order, comprised of 67 pages of largely indecipherable
arguments with an additional 100 pages of attachments.” That
sentence alone eliminated 10% of the 2,000 page appeal that
they found was easier to dump than to read. In fact, the Coast
Guard went to the trouble to “weigh” his appeal; it weighed in
at 22 pounds. Simply handling this much paper took their staff
two years to handle at taxpayer’s expense. Does this meet the
criteria of “Low-cost” justice? It would have been cheaper to
provide a lawyer to advise and defend him.
Eric’s case is far from simple and straightforward in spite
of our attempt and the attempt of a professional journalist to
simplify it in “Handbook” Chapter 20.
Among other things, Eric refused to take a Psychological
Examination ordered by the Coast Guard. We have a problem
with the regulation at 46 CFR §5.67 that says: “Physicianpatient privilege. For the purpose of these proceedings, the
physician-patient privilege does not exist between a
physician and a respondent.” The regulation was written in
1985. This is the 21st. century and high time to re-examine
U.S. COAST GUARD RECOGNITION OF
FOREIGN STCW CERTIFICATES
[Source: Editorial by Tony Munoz, Publisher, Maritime
Executive Magazine. Oct. 21, 2010. Tony Munoz can be
contacted at tonymunoz@maritime-executive.com with
comments, input and questions on this editorial. NMA
comments and emphasis are identified as such.]
Are U.S. Maritime Jobs in Jeopardy?
The U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) is currently accepting
comments of its review on whether recognition of foreign
Standards of Certification, Training and Watchkeeping
(STCW) certificates of foreign mariners to work on U.S.
flagged vessels overseas should become law.
Concerned MarEx readers asked if the USCG is being
persuaded by special interests or lobbyists for US vessel operators
to change the dynamics of the requirement to employ US
merchant mariners on US flagged vessels, which could
potentially do an end run around the Jones Act as well. However,
the fact of the matter is that the law already exists, and foreign
officers can and do work on US vessels working overseas
pursuant to 46 USC 8103(b)(3). What is in play is the recent
Manila Amendments to STCW Convention via section I/10,
which has required the USCG, as well as all nations, to recognize
STCW certificates issued by foreign countries.
The current law, 46 USC §8103, addresses only offshore

this regulation.
Equally disturbing is the regulation at 33 CFR §20.1313
(p. 22) where the Coast Guard gets to choose the doctor who
will examine you. In the absence of such a doctor, the Coast
Guard pressed into service its own Doctor – CAPT Arthur
French, MD. The Coast Guard doctor from the National
Maritime Center never met with Eric. He was not a
psychiatrist. However, he diagnosed Eric “mental condition:
after watching courtroom proceedings for several days.
We know Dr. French as the architect of the National
Maritime Center’s (NMC)physical evaluation program.(1) He
“sold” his program to MERPAC.(1) Yet his medical evaluation
program was so flawed that it held up the issuance of licenses
for months at the NMC and caused considerable hardship to
thousands of mariners. Just before his retirement, he traveled
to Long Beach, California to attend Eric’s hearing and veto
the return of his license.. [(1)Dr. French advised MERPAC
that a staff of 7 medical professionals would be sufficient to
handle the flow of mariner medical evaluations at the NMC.
This estimate was not even close. His poor planning slowed
the NMC’s entire credentialing program to a standstill.]
This quote also disturbs us: “The applicable regulations
do not require any type of “evidentiary” or “due process”
hearing before the ALJ may require a Respondent to submit
to a medical exam of any kind.” (p23). That’s scary. Such a
regulation would safeguard the constitutional rights of our
mariners.
The Vice-Commandant (p.7) summarized what the Coast
Guard considered to be twelve (12) remaining issues and
proceeded to demolish each issue as if it were a duck in a
shooting gallery.
vessels less than 1600 gross tons and mobile offshore drilling
units (MODU) working outside the outer continental shelf
(OCS). Presently, the master of a US vessel working
overseas is the responsible party for certifying the validity of
foreign officers’ STCW certificates under 46 CFR §15.720.
The USCG has not been involved in validating a foreign
officer’s STCW certificate.
The Issue at Hand
The MarEx reviewed all the comments submitted to the
USCG. Obviously, American seamen are highly concerned
and extremely anxious that the endorsement of foreign STCW
certificates for officers working on US vessels will lead to a
massive breakdown of the status quo, which will ultimately
dismantle the Jones Act. The assertion is that foreign
seafarers should also meet the same maritime security
requirements imposed on US seafarers including a TWIC as a
condition of credentialing. Further comments say foreign
officers need to meet the same levels of competency, drug
testing, and medical standards required of US mariners.
Offshore Marine Services Association (OMSA) members,
who the law will really impact, have been working overseas
under duress for many years due to foreign Cabotage laws, which
have often led to fines and delays of its vessels. OMSA’s
comments say USCG recognition of foreign STCW certificates
will allow their vessels to work in harmony with foreign
regulations and labor laws. OMSA’s push on the USCG will not
impact the US Merchant Marine working on deepwater vessels
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and almost all of its 250 members are avid Jones Act supporters.
The Problem Lies Herein
(A) an offshore supply vessel or other similarly engaged
vessel of less than 1,600 gross tons as measured under section
14502 of this title, or an alternate tonnage measured under
section 14302 of this title as prescribed by the Secretary under
section 14104 of this title that operates from a foreign port;
And: 46 USC 8103 establishes authority to waive the
requirement of US citizenship for: (C) Any other vessel if the
Secretary determines, after an investigation, that qualified
seamen who are citizens of the US are not available.
[NMA Comment: Our complaints go back to 2002 when a
Louisiana company tried to flood the market with 150
unlicensed deck engineers and 700 deckhands from
unknown foreign locations. This was only one attempt to
outsource American jobs. Refer to our File #GCM-40.]
These vague and potentially onerous caveats of this law
are creating hostility among US mariners and organizations.
To say US mariners don’t trust the government and future
generations of regulators would be a huge understatement.
First and foremost, US government has neglected the US
merchant marine and maritime industries especially US
shipyards for decades. There is never enough money and
there aren’t enough jobs in the US maritime industry.
The mere fact that the Secretary (a regulator) can waive
the US citizen requirement for vessel operators if there is a
shortage of US qualified mariners is akin to a mugging in
the back alley, which doesn’t sit well with US mariners. A
few comments have pointed out that the arm of the federal
government in charge of investigating the lack of qualified
NEW AND REVISED NMA REPORTS
NMA Report #R-203-E, Rev. 1. Replaces the text of H.R.
3619 with the text of the Coast Guard Authorization Act of
2010. This new legislation reflects many legislative changes
that will affect our mariners in the years ahead. 325 pgs.
NMA Report #R-208. Lessons from Major Offshore
Supply Vessel Accidents. 40p. Consolidates and updates
three earlier reports, their references and footnotes. Replaces
reports #R-299, Rev. 1; #R-311, Rev. 2; and #R-328.
NMA Report #R-234, Rev.2. Towing Vessel Official
Logbook. This report updates our previous project. Reports
on the new statutes that will change the reporting of hours on
watch and crew members’ total time spent in service to the
vessel. It also requires recording accidents injuries and
illnesses in the towing vessel’s Official Logbook.
NMA Report #R-395, Rev. 3. Report to Congress –
Providing Safe Potable Water for Merchant Vessels. 10p.
Congress took action on the potable water issue in 2004. The
Coast Guard opened Docket #USCG-2005-20052 five years
ago and asked for “public input.” Which they received
primarily from trade associations and companies that were not

mariner have said, when confronted, they do not have the
authority to investigate each and every claim and that they
must accept the shipowners’ statement. And, many of the
comments said they feel the motivation for profits will
circumvent the law.
[NMA Comment: We fully agree with the foregoing
interpretations.]
The Manila amendments of the STCW Convention speak
directly to Flag of Convenience where there is no linkage
between the flag state and the country issuing a mariner’s
STCW certificate, because various countries have different
training and assessment requirements. But, before accepting
such certificates as equivalent to US credentials the foreign
seafarer should meet the requirements pertaining to drug
testing, drivers record checks for DUIs in their own country
and medical examinations on the same level that US mariners
are required to measure up to.
In order to eliminate any confusion or dissent among US
mariners, USCG endorsement should contain a limitation to
only those vessels specifically mentioned under 46 USC 8103.
And, any other waiver of US citizen mariners should be in the
public record and open to comments just like this proposed
rulemaking process. Comments and related materials are due
by October 27, 2010 for Docket No. USCG-2010-0797 at
www.regulations.gov.
[NMA Comment: Our Association’s opposition to STCW
on vessels of less than 1600 GRT on domestic waters (i.e.
the entire EEZ) was expressed quite clearly to Coast
Guard officials at the Spring 2010 MERPAC and TSAC
meetings in New Orleans. ]
interested in a “mariner issue” that might cost them money.
We suggest that you view all the submissions to the docket at
http://www.regulations.gov.
The Coast Guard finds it easy to “do nothing” when the
“public input” shows there is no problem. We reworked and
revised our position and will contact our mariners further on
this issue.
NMA Report #R-429-W. Allegations of Misconduct within
the Coast Guard Administrative Law Judge Program, A
“reprint” of the redacted Department of Homeland Security’s
report #OIG-10-108. This is the companion report to #OIG10-107 that we commented upon extensively in our
introductory remarks to that report.
NMA Report #R-429-X. Coast Guard Crime: Indictment
of the Office of the Inspector General of the Department of
Homeland Security for Covering-Up Crimes by U.S. Coast
Guard Command and Administrative Law Officials. By
Captain Murray R. Rogers. The background of Captain
Rogers’ case appears in NMA Report #R-204, Rev. 1 (aka
The Coast Guard “Injustice” Handbook) as Chapter 13 and
has appeared in several NMA Newsletters.
If the purpose of the Coast Guard’s Administrative Law
program is “…to provide a low-cost and timely method of helping
to maintain safety in maritime operations” then this case clearly
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demonstrates one of the most abject failures of the ALJ system to
fulfill its purpose. The cost in legal fees to contest the Coast Guard
rulings to Captain Rogers has been astronomical. Yet, taxpayers
are expected to foot the bill to support the Coast Guard.
Attempt to abuse of mariners for years, the Coast Guard
tried to drive a square peg into a round hole. Whenever they
encounter resistance, they simply assemble more forces and
drive the square peg even harder. Captain Rogers was put
under pressure by a Coast Guard Investigating Officer and
faced with an unfair attempt on their part to escalate a series
of arbitrary penalties.
Administrative Law Judge Jeffie J. Massey understood
what was happening and stepped in to protect Captain Rogers.
This angered Coast Guard officials to the point where they
forced Judge Massey to retire.
The original charge against Captain Rogers was a very
minor matter that our Association attempted to resolve by

urging a meeting between Captain Rogers and two Coast
Guard Marine Safety Office Commanding Officers with the
rank of Captain.
Captain Rogers finally appeal to the Eight District
Commander and later to a U.S. Senator to no avail. He finally
brought suit against the Coast Guard in Federal District Court
in New Orleans. His case is currently on appeal to the Fifth
Circuit Court of Appeals.
There are several other cases our Association is following
– that appear in The Coast Guard Injustice Handbook.
(NMA Report #R-204, Rev. 1) NMA added this foreword and
lightly edited the content for readability.
NMA Report #R-455, Rev. 3. Food Service Aboard
Limited Tonnage Commercial Vessels. 3p. Originally
published as part of #R-395, Rev. 2, this portion of the report
was renumbered to reflect it as a separate subject.
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Lafourche Merchant Marine
Training Services, Inc.
Offers you the courses you need!

License upgrades, radar and celestial endorsements
help you stay at the top of your career!
Let Lafourche Merchant Marine meet your training needs. Here’s a
sample of our Courses:
·500/1600 Gross Ton Master or Mate prep class
·100/200 Gross Ton Master/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
·Upgrade 100 Gross Ton Master to 200 Gross Ton Master/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
·Radar Observer/Radar renewal /USCG-STCW approved (testing done
on site)
·Able Bodied Seaman/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
·Celestial Navigation 200/500/1600/STCW Gross Ton/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
·Basic Safety Training/STCW-approved/USCG-approved (testing done
on site)
Ù The following modules are available: Elementary First Aid and
CPR, Personnel Safety and Social Responsibility.
·Visual Communications (Flashing Light)/ STCW-approved/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
·Shipboard Coordinator (Fishing Industry)/USCG-approved (testing done
on site)
·American Red Cross First Aid and CPR/USCG-approved
·Master of Towing Vessels/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
Assistance with U.S. Coast Guard paperwork $75.00 per consultation.
This service is only $30.00 for those enrolled in LMMTS courses.

CALL US AND ENROLL NOW.

LAFOURCHE MERCHANT MARINE TRAINING SERVICES, INC.
4290 Hwy 1
GCMA members get a 10%
Raceland, LA 70394
discount on courses under $500 &
PHONE: (985) 537-1222
20% discount on courses $500+
FAX: (985) 537-1225

NATIONAL MARINERS ASSOCIATION
124 NORTH VAN AVENUE
HOUMA, LA 70363-5895
PHONE: (985) 851-2134
FAX: (985) 879-3911
Email: info@nationalmariners.org
Website: www.nationalmariners.org
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